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Abstract: Light emitting apparatuses including backlights having a light source and a phosphor material including a complex fluoride phosphor activated with Mn⁺⁺, which may include at least one of (A) A₁ₓ[MF₆][Mn⁺⁺]; (B) A₁ₓ[MF₆][Mn⁺⁺]; (C) Zn₁₋ₓ[MF₆][Mn⁺⁺]; (D) A₁ₓ[InF₆][Mn⁺⁺]; (E) A₁ₓ[InF₆][Mn⁺⁺]; (F) A₁ₓ[MF₆][Mn⁺⁺]; (G) B₅₋ₓ[ZrF₁₆₋ₓ][Mn⁺⁺] or (H) A₁ₓ[ZrF₁₆₋ₓ][Mn⁺⁺].
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